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Dexter is an EDM DJ, Producer, Singer, Songwriter out Austin, Texas. Drawing his

influence from across genres of music, blurring the lines of “traditional” EDM,

Dexter’s and sound is fresh new wave on the music scene. His country and rock

inspirations from his early life musician, coupled his love EDM production,

transformed him an artist that obliterates genre barriers, and creates music that is

enjoyable for people of all backgrounds and preferences. Dexter’s music can be summed

up into just two words; “Good Vibes,” the sense that there is a song for every vibe, and

fits perfectly.
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https://soundcloud.com/notthefakedexter
https://open.spotify.com/artist/5AZLimzR6LhcDRcnh6C9Je?si=JOeRBQCERCKwZEY0s7nQqQ
https://music.apple.com/us/artist/dexter/624965859
https://instagram.com/dexter__music_


Dexter began producing music in 2018. He attended the 
Austin Dubstep Academy where he worked with local 

artists such as DJ Phoenix and MadHatter. He has since 
moved on from the Academy and has been in the studio 
with dubstep heavyweight BlvkSheep over the past year. 

Dexter’s musical inspirations are rooted in Dubstep/Riddim 
and follow the harmonic bass sounds of Ganja White 

Night, Liquid Stranger, and Subtronics, but also the stylings 
of Texas artists such as Boombox Cartel and

Riot Ten.
Dexter released “Head Bop” in 2019, a high-energy, bass 

filled jam that just surpassed 10,000 plays on SoundCloud 
and 14,000 streams on Spotify. Including “Head Bop,” 

Dexter has 14 originals that he has released since 2018, 
and Is currently working on more. Dexter can play a live set 
anywhere from 1-2 hours, containing 25% originals and 75%
covers and remixes. Only thing Dexter needs to entertain 

and captivate an audience is CDJ’s.
Coming off the Emergence Festival in Denver, Colorado, 

Dexter is looking to make a name for himself with his 
unique sound and style.




